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May 28, 1993

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'

Document Control Desk
Wastington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir-

Cooper Nuclear Station Licensee Event Report 93-017, Revision 0, is forwarded as -

an attachment to this letter.

Sincerely,

R. L. Gardner
Plant Manager
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Attachment

cc: J. L. Milhoan
G. R. Horn
J. M. Meacham i

R. E. Wilbur !

V. L. Wolstenholm
D. A. Whitman
INPO Records Center
NRC, Resident Inspector
R. J. Singer
CNS Training
CNS Quality Assurance
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On April 28, 1993, at 3:08 pm, it was discovered that the hourly fire watch patrol
for the Reactor Building as required by the Technical Specifications had not been
. performed during the period from 2:00 to 3:00 pm. The fire watch patrol was-
required because fire detection Zones 20 and 21 were inoperable due to the thermal
detectors being relocated. The affected areas contain the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) system pumps and fan coil units, and the High Pressure Coolant Inj ection
(HPCI) system pump. The fire watch patrol was being performed by temporary personnel
hired for fire protection duties during the refueling outage. On May 20, while
investigating this event, it was determined that the fire watch patrol also did not
include the HPCI pump room. The detector in this room was also inoperable due to
the relocation efforts for the detectors noted above. At the time of these events,
the plant was in Cold Shutdown for the 1993 Refueling Outage.

The root causes for these Technical Specification violations are personnel error and
an inadequate procedure. The fire watch patrol duties were being rotated between
three individuals. The individual responsible for the 2:00 to 3:00 pm watch period
believed the fire watch patrol was being performed by another individual. A
contributing factor was the lack of a schedule delineating the responsibility for
each time period. The Fire Watch / Fire Watch Patrol Log, used to implement fire
watch patrols, does not provide for a listing of the specific areas requiring a fire
watch patrol. The personnel directly involved were counseled. In order to prevent
recurrence of these problems, a review of the fire watch patrol implementation

'
process will be conducted, and appropriate enhancements will be made. These events
and procedure enhancements will be discussed in training.
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A. Event Description

On April 28, 1993, at 3:08 pm, a Fire Watch Patrol discovered that the
hourly patrol for the Reactor Building as required by the Technical
Specifications had not been performed during the period from 2:00 to
3:00 pm. At the time of discovery, the Fire Watch Patrol was in the
process of making the next scheduled patrol. The fire watch patrol was
required because fire detection Zones 20 and 21, for the northwest and
southwest corners of the Reactor Building, were inoperable due to the
relocation of the thermal detectors. These areas contain the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) system pumps and fan coil units, and the High
Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system pump. The fire watch patrol
was established at 10:00 am on April 26, and had been performed
effectively until the time of discovery.

The fire watch patrol was performed by temporary personnel hired for
fire protection duties during the refueling outage. The fire watch
patrol was being performed by one individual, with an occasional
substitute. On April 28, sharing of the duties between three
individuals on a rotating basis was initiated. The rotation was
appropriately performed except for the 2:00 to 3:00 pm watch period.

On May 20, while investigating the event identified above, it was
discovered that the fire watch patrol did not cover the HPCI pump room.
The detector in this area was also rendered inoperable while the other
detectors were being moved. No specific inspections of this room were
conducted during the period of the fire watch patrol, from 10:00 am on
April 26 through 1:15 pm on April 29 when the detectors were restored to 1

'
operation. The Fire Watch Patrol was, however, in the corridor outside
of the HPCI pump room during each hourly patrol, and the door to the
pump room was opened by the door inspection patrol approximately once
every three hours.

B. Plant Status |

In Cold Shutdown for the 1993 Refueling Outage, with the Reactor
defueled.

C. hasis for Report

Failure to comply with the hourly fire watch patrol requirements
'

specified in Section 3.14.B of the Technical Specifications, reportable

in accordance with 10CFRSO.73(a)(2)(1)(B).
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D. Cause
,

' Personnel and Procedures. The temporary personnel were aware of their
responsibility to perform the patrol once each hour. The individual. '

responsible for the 2:00 to 3:00 pm watch period believed that the fire
watch patrol was being performed by another individual- Contributing to.

this condition was the lack of a schedule delineating the responsibility
for performing the fire watch patrol for each watch period.

-

The Fire Watch / Fire Watch Patrol Log, used to implement the fire watch
patrol, does not provide for specific requirements associated with.the
fire watch patrol. To effectively implement the fire watch patrol, the
specific areas listed in the design change documents as having the
inoperable detectors should have been individually noted on the Fire
Watch / Fire Watch Patrol Log. The HPCI pump room was listed as an area ;

requiring a fire watch patrol by the design change documents. Had the i

areas been individually listed, Fire Protection personnel reviewing the |

log would have recognized that the HPCI pump room should have been '

included.

E, Safety Sirnificance

The safety significance of missing the hourly fire watch patrol for the '

out of service detection system in the Reactor Building is minimal. The
Fire Hazards Analysis specifies the equivalent fire severity for the RHR

,

pump room and fan coil unit room to be 10 minutes, and 16 minutes for
the HPCI pump room. Neither system was required to be operable at the
time when the thermal detectors were out of service due to the plant i

being in Cold Shutdown with the Reactor defueled. The Fire Watch Patrol
was in the corridor outside of the HPCI pump room during each hourly
inspection of the RHR pump room. The potential for an undetected fire *

under these conditions is minimal, and the door to the pump room was
opened during the door inspection patrol approximately once every three
hours.

,

F. Safety Innlications '

,

The potential for fire is expected to be greater during maintenance
activities involving hot work (i.e., welding, grinding, etc.), a much
more likely activity during periods of plant shutdown. However, a fire
in these areas containing safety-related equipment is considered to be
more significant when the plant is operating. When required during
normal plant operation, fire watch patrols are typically performed by
permanent Security personnel. |

|
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G. Corrective Action
1

The personnel involved were counseled, and the importance of performing
Technical Cpecification required fire watch patrols was emphasized.

A review of the fire watch patrol implementation process, including the
controls for the assignment of fire watch patrol personnel, will be
conducted to identify enhancements to prevent recurrence of the problems
experienced. These events and procedure enhancements will be discussed'
in training.

11 . _Similar Events
'

There are no previous LERs associated with missed Technical
Specification fire watch patrols which are required for inoperable fire .

'
detection systems LER 93-002 discusses a Technical Specification
violation where a Fire Watch was not aware of all inoperable barriers in
the area, because specific barriers were not listed or referred to on
the Fire Watch Log. The Fire Watch / Fire Watch Patrol procedure is being-
revised as corrective action for that LER. The corrective actions
associated with other previous LERs for inoperable-fire barriers have ;

not addressed the conditions associated with this LER.
;
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